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Pub stools-Take note of the height of your bar counter
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Article Body:
Pub stools-Take note of the height of your bar counter

Although the above statement may seem like common sense I have, on many occasions, been in bar
Many proprieters spend a lot of time and energy on the look and feel of the bar’s environment

For instance if you have a bar counter that is 46" then the most appropriate stool would be 34

For a traditional pub or tavern with a 46" bar counter I would recommend a high-back wood styl
Cafe stools

For a cafe it is always best to have metal stools or chairs as opposed to plastic. Plastic has
They come in many different styles and designs and can produce a real european flavour to any

In addition metal stools or chairs can be used both inside and in an outside seated area. I ha
Cocktail stools

For those of you interested in the more up-market approach, a stainless steel or aluminium sto

In such situations, when bartenders often need to alter the pub arrangements in order to facil

The aluminium bar stool is ideal for such a task, as is lightweight stainless steel. These sto
Lounge

Lounges are traditionally used for recreational socialising with friends and establishments te

Upholstered stools and chairs are essential for creating the correct ambiance and level of com
Small stools

As well as the standard 36" bar stool, which is the average height for an average bar counter,

Therefore proprieters should always have a stock of smaller stools for the lounge and seated a
Kitchen stools

Whether its a modern breakfast bar you have or a traditional pine table, kitchen stools can be
As with the pub stools the height of the counter should be considered prior to purchasing any

When considering a breakfast bar the rule-of-thumb is to have a 6-10" gap between the counter
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